
Kiuwan provides application security testing 

tools to over 500 companies worldwide, including 

such recognizable names as Santander, AXA, 

Diners Club, BBVA, and Finessa.

Kiuwan was founded in 2012 with headquarters in 

Madrid, Spain. In 2018, we became a division of 

Idera Inc., which helped expand our global outlook 

by adding offices in the US, Italy, and France.

Kiuwan is a part of Idera, Inc.’s DevOpsTools 

business, which also includes TestRail, Travis CI, 

Ranorex, and Assembla.

Did You Know…

The name Kiuwan is an Old German word meaning “to chew”?
That’s because Kiuwan likes to “chew on” the source code to find vulnerabilities!

Our mission is to offer the most comprehensive solutions for application security.

Kiuwan application security solutions help our customers improve application security, offering features that empower 

both executives and developers with state-of-the-art security and advanced business analytics. 

Our clients welcome the transparency and complete scope Kiuwan grants them in terms of solving the risks and 

threats that affect their productivity, management, life cycle, and governance of their application portfolio.
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Keep In Touch Headquarters
2950 N Loop Freeway W, Ste 700
Houston, TX 77092, USA

United States: +1 732 895 9870
Asia-Pacific, Europe, Middle-East and 
Africa: + 44 1628 684407

contact@kiuwan.com
Partnerships: partners@kiuwan.com
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LEARN MORE AT KIUWAN.COM

Kiuwan Code Security 

(SAST)
Static Application Security Testing

Kiuwan Code Security automatically scans 

application code to identify and remediate 

vulnerabilities. It is compliant with the most 

stringent security standards, including 

CWE, OWASP, and SANS. It covers 30+ 

programming languages and integrates with 

leading IDEs and DevOps tools. 

Kiuwan Code Security helps organizations 

achieve their goal of building security into 

every step of the DevOps process. 

Kiuwan Insights (SCA)
Open Source Risk Management

Kiuwan Insights helps identify and manage 

vulnerabilities, compliance, and operational 

risk from using open source components. 

With Kiuwan Insights, development teams 

can remediate vulnerabilities and ensure 

licensing compliance.
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